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Where geography becomes poetry

If the Mediterranean were a book, Menorca would be a beautiful poem read out in a whisper. This, the second-largest of the Balearic archipelago, the shy sister of Mallorca, captivates its visitors with a mixture of tranquil beauty and ability to surprise. The beauty of its beaches and that of the interior unite in harmony and are conducive to deep mental repose. In spite of the absence of significant elevations – Monte Toro stands at just 358 metres – the landscape is varied and attractive, full of idyllic nooks and crannies and protected by the islanders’ marked sense of aesthetics and by laws that reflect a deep love of Mother Nature.

Menorca is a bipolar world. On one side is Ciutadella, the former capital, a picturesque and slightly melancholy town, with a small port which is amongst the most romantic of the whole Mediterranean. And on the other is Mahón, the dynamic administrative and commercial capital, whose good and bad fate it has been to be located on the shore of one of the largest, and consequently most coveted, natural harbours in this sea. Given the rivalry between these two towns, evidently neither can be declared a winner as far as attractiveness for tourists is concerned, as each offers its own charm, a strong, unmistakable character that obliges us to visit both if we do not want to leave the island with the sensation we have missed something important.

Menorca is also a world of lost worlds. Ancient civilisations have left a varied legacy of buildings, ruins and objects, including one of the largest Talayotic villages of the Balearic Islands – Son Catlar – and the oldest preserved building in Europe – the Naveta des Tudons. Apart from this immense archaeological treasure are the buildings, the fortresses, the customs and the place names left in legacy by all those who have called themselves masters of Menorca at some time in history, including the Romans, the Byzantines, the Arabs, the English and the French. We have here an island with a profoundly rural character and at the same time a complex-free society with regard to contact with other cultures. So much has happened in Menorca, so many peoples have passed through Menorca. Now it is the turn of the tourists, pacific invaders who, after a while, command some delightful moments which the island doles out in typical fashion: quietly, and generously.
Whilst Ciutadella and Maó establish a strong contrast between east and west, the island’s landscape is a two-movement symphony called north and south. The lands to the north - ‘Tramuntana’ - are formed by small, gentle hills separated by broad valleys opening out into magnificent beaches like La Vall, Cala Pregonda and Es Grau. The south, or ‘Migjorn’, on the other hand, is a calcareous platform pierced from north to south by narrow gullies that lead to a series of beautiful coves, many of which are framed by pine groves and eccentric rock formations.

**Biosphere reserve: an ecological paradise**

Menorca is a green land in every sense of the word, as its inhabitants have always shown a great deal of concern for the environment. In 1993 UNESCO made the island a Biosphere Reserve. Its nucleus is the S’Albufera des Grau natural park, a few kilometres from Maó. This refuge for birds is today one of the most important wetlands in southern Europe.

The Menorcan Biosphere Reserve has 18 further enclaves which have been declared “natural areas of particular interest”. An excellent example of a protected zone is Cap de Cavalleria, where an “eco-museum” has been created. As well as beautiful scenery and a protected natural area, it includes a museum, the ruins of a Roman military camp and settlement, old quarries and lime kilns, an English watchtower and the remains of an Arab mosque. And, of course, a beautiful beach.
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As well as the scenic beauty and the short distances on this island of 716 square kilometres, Menorca’s beaches stand out for their cleanliness and the care dedicated to the surroundings. As for the climate, an annual average of 2,712 hours of sunshine has been counted, with a frequent light breeze toning down the summer heat.

Cala Pilar

Bathing amongst ancient monuments: Calascoves

Menorca’s most important Talayotic necropolis is located in Calascoves, one of the most beautiful places in which to enjoy the sea. This group of nearly a hundred artificial caves used for burying the dead from the 9th century BC on was a place of pilgrimage until the Roman era. Later the cove served for anchoring boats and the fishermen settled in the caves. Archaeologists have taken thousands of revealing objects from the caves, the ground and the water here. Today it is a favourite anchorage for leisure craft, as there are few places where nature and history come together in such a spectacular fashion.
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LANDSCAPE
Two sisters with strong personalities

MAÓ AND CIUTADELLA

It may or may not be a coincidence that Menorca’s two main towns are as far away from one another as possible. They are two extremely different urban worlds, and the fact that Ciutadella had to give up its status as capital of the island under the English governor Richard Kane in the 18th century contributes to a historical rivalry which has acquired a friendly nature in modern times, but which is no less intense for it.

Ciutadella offers the visitor extraordinarily beautiful historical monuments and one of the most popular fiestas in the whole Mediterranean, the fiestas of Sant Joan during the second half of June, when this quiet, romantic town explodes with joy as a result of a medieval ritual that centres on horses and riders. Maó too can tell stories of riders, although of a somewhat more modern nature. The area surrounding the town is full of historical military constructions; “Fort Marlborough”, converted into a museum, is the most curious. Aside from their history of shared tragedies – both towns were attacked, sacked and almost completely destroyed by pirates during the 16th century – they have in common their type of location which, if justice really existed, should only occur once in a land of this size. But geography is generous and has given this rural island two extraordinarily beautiful urban locations.

Ciutadella’s natural port is small, but serves as the central axis for a singularly idyllic creation which is the joint work of humans and nature. Maó’s is enormous and its aesthetics are different – although no less beautiful -, residing rather in a harmonious spaciousness. Strolling around the streets of both towns, admiring their historical monuments and enjoying their human dimensions and atmospheres is a memorable pleasure indeed.

MAÓ: The cruise liner reaches the very door

The possibility of mooring large ships just a few steps away from the town centre itself has made Maó a favourite destination for cruise liners, whilst at the same time these floating palaces add to the urban décor. Numerous shops and historical monuments, such as the marketplace located in the cloister of a convent adjoining the Carmen church, invite one to explore. Amongst the stately homes in the centre, the excellent Museum of Menorca, the Baixamar shopping area (passenger port) and the surrounding military buildings complete the image of a town living on horseback between a dramatic past and a bright and peaceful present.

CIUTADELLA: Different, proud, historical

Ciutadella’s architecture still breathes the political importance of the town in its heyday, and its inhabitants have a pride the visitor does not entirely understand before having ventured into the historical town centre with its palaces, alleyways and delightful nooks and crannies. Everything is a few minutes away from beautiful maritime scenes, some of which refer to history, like the bust of David Glasgow Ferragut, the son of citizens of Ciutadella and admiral of the United States navy during the American Civil War. The most characteristic thing about Ciutadella is the fact that even the veteran tourist finds it difficult to compare with any other town. It is a totally unique historical jewel.
It is unlikely that an archaeologist could disconnect entirely on an island like this one, so full of historical monuments. The oldest is 3,500 years old and some historians believe it is the oldest intact building in Europe. Its name is Naveta des Tudons, and it is situated in the middle of a field a few minutes’ walk from the Ciutadella-Maó road. Several thousand years ago it was used as a tomb. Inside the remains of around one hundred people have been found. The most outstanding example as regards size and conservation of remains of the Talayotic culture, which covers the period from 1400 BC to the Roman era, is Son Catlar – a real town covering around six hectares with a 900-metre-long wall. Son Catlar was inhabited until the Middle Ages, although it is now yet another ruin in a territory which is full of archaeological remains.

In Menorca not only historical stones are eloquent. The landscape is full of constructions – walls, stables, small houses – made using this material, a sign of the hard life of the islanders of old and their attachment to this isolated piece of land. The numerous sandstone quarries are a different story. This calcareous stone has been used for building for many centuries. The significance of these quarries for the island’s identity is shown in activities like those of the “Líthica” association, a group of people with a special awareness of the historical and aesthetic value of the Menorcan quarries (see inset “Pedreres de S’Hostal”).

Sculptured scenery
“Pedreres de S’Hostal”

You see nothing before reaching the edge of this enormous hole, gaping in a plain on the outskirts of the old town of Ciutadella. This quarry was worked until 1994, when it was acquired by the “Líthica” association, founded by a visiting French student who had come to study Menorca’s quarries and who fell in love with the island, staying to live and becoming involved in the preservation of this unusual cultural heritage. “Pedreres de S’Hostal” is an impressive immobile spectacle, a monument that is striking for its shapes, dimensions and historical and cultural references. In the older part the hand of man, following the vein of sandstone in the subsoil, has created fanciful formations, of great aesthetic value, while in the newer part, where modern machines gobbled up the stone efficiently and symmetrically for decades, the space which is left is so striking that it could have been the work of some contemporary artist. As a matter of fact, it is often used as a setting for cultural functions because of its dimensions and beauty. The quarries also serve as open greenhouses, as the micro-climate created as a result of the properties of the sandstone, and the protection they provide from the wind, create good conditions for small gardens.
The island is full of the vestiges of extremely different eras, from the numerous, impressive ruins of the pre-Roman civilisations to medieval constructions like the Gothic cathedral in Ciutadella, or the enormous landscape of military structures of La Mola and the surrounding area. All this confirms the important role Menorca has played over the centuries, in spite of its smaller size and proximity to Mallorca, the largest of the Balearic Islands.

With the growth of shipping and the power games of the empires, Maó’s natural port – which can shelter a whole fleet – became a strategic resource that could not go unnoticed. But Menorca was already the scene of intense human activity long before this. The Phoenicians called it “Nura” due to the large number of lights they observed on its coasts. For one and a half millennia the Talayotic civilisation created an “empire of stone”, absorbing influences from the Greeks and Phoenicians, and even co-existing relatively harmoniously with the superpower of ancient times that disembarked on the islands years before the birth of Christ, making it part of its empire: the Romans, who found two towns and founded a third – Sanisera (now Santípa) – which did not last.

One of Menorca’s most original museums is located in a subterranean quarry in Es Castell, a village a few minutes away from Maó. Renting by a private association, it houses a total of 80 boats of historical interest. “Robadones – Centro de Patrimonio Marítim” is just another example of the islanders’ preoccupation made evident in the island’s rich cultural life.

### Art
- Museu dels Comptes (Craft Centre), Ciutadella
- Pintor Torrent Museum-House, Ciutadella
- Hernández Mora Collection, Maó
- Fundació de la Font Municipal Museum, Ciutadella
- Sañoló Palace, Ciutadella

### Ethnology
- Museu de la Serra (Ethnological Museum), Sant Lluis

### History
- Biniagual Museum-House
- Bastió de sa Font Municipal Museum, Ciutadella

### Military
- La Mola Fortress
- Fort Marlborough

### Other
- Cap de Cavalleria Eco-Museum
- Diocesan Museum, Ciutadella
- Cap d’Hort Museum-House, Ciutadella
- Museum of Menorca, Maó
- Museum of Menorcan Nature, Ferreries
- Pedrera d’en Robadones, Maritime Heritage Centre, Es Castell

### Popular dances
- Picaporte
- Rural architecture
In 902 Menorca, along with the rest of the Balearic archipelago, was incorporated without resistance into the Caliphate of Córdoba and the “Minorica” of the Romans was now called “Menurka”, whilst Ciutadella took on the name of “Madina Menurka” (Menorca Town). The remains of the castle of Santa Àgueda and an infinity of place names have been preserved from the 350 years of Muslim rule. With the arrival of the Catalan-Aragonese forces, who conquered Mallorca in 1229, Menorca first became a tributary province, until the Muslims were exiled from the island in 1287. A long history of different rules began. From 1708 to 1802 the English governed Menorca, and for seven years (1756-1763) the island was French. From 1802 it became part of Spain. The last significant changes were the fruit of the democratisation of the country and the Statute of the Autonomous Communities. A wide range of responsibilities was conferred onto the government of the Balearic Islands and in 1979 the island’s own government was constituted, the Consell Insular de Menorca (Menorca Island Council).

What the English and French left
You only have to listen to somebody speaking ‘menorquín’, the Menorcan variant of Catalan, and soon enough some expression or other will come up which, far from being the product of modern-day linguistic globalisation, is the legacy of the 70 years of English government in the 18th century. The English influence is apparent both in small details and everyday customs, and in more striking aspects, whether it be the architecture or the fact that Menorca has one of the few grass cricket pitches in southern Europe. On the map there are still some place names with English roots, like Cala en Porter, whilst the French, despite the brevity of their presence, established an eternal tribute to one of their kings and at the same time to French urban architecture of the time by founding a whole village: Sant Lluís. And here, in fact, the game known as “joc de la bolla” is still played, suspiciously similar to the French “petanque”.

The most conspicuous legacy left by the British is without doubt Marlborough Fort, an impressive, and in its day very modern fortress whose mission was to protect the flank of the extensive system of fortifications of Maó port. Today it is a museum and affords visitors a curious and interesting trip to the past.
Menorca, island of cheeses

Whether it be due to the proximity to the sea, or the humidity of the Mediterranean which caresses the whole island, it is said that Menorcan cows’ milk is of exquisite quality. These conditions, which have impeded the normal development of agriculture, have facilitated the production of excellent cheeses. Amongst them is one which has been awarded the guarantee of quality and origin of “Maó”, and it is famous the world over. The oldest document to mention Menorcan cheese dates back to the year 473, bearing witness to the island’s long tradition of cheese-making. The island’s gastronomy also reflects the multiple cultural influences Menorca has had throughout its history. “Cuscussó”, a Christmas dessert is quite clearly of Arab origin. “Pudding” wears a metaphorical Union Jack. At the same time, Menorcans have invented daring combinations of sweet and savoury, like uncured cheese with rosemary honey, or a typical soup, known as “oligus”, which contains figs.

A gastronomic watershed:
“Mahonesa” sauce

A sauce made from olive oil and eggs – led to the creation of an international success story – or at least to its spreading farther afield than the island itself – i.e. Sauce Mayonnaise, which according to Nobel prize winner Camilo José Cela should always be called “mahonesa” (from Maó).

The formula for “mahonesa” sauce was included in an 18th-century list of Spanish recipes written by a monk from the monastery of San Benito in Alcántara in Extremadura. When Napoleon’s troops looted the library, they took the compilation which was to serve as the basis of not a few famous French dishes. The volume is currently kept in the library of the British Museum.

Made with craft and alcohol:
Menorcan “Gin”

One particularly popular speciality amongst visitors is Menorcan Gin. It differs from other European gins in that it is made with alcohol from grape wine instead of cereals, and for the use of craft methods during the manufacturing process, as wine alcohol is much more delicate than grain alcohol.

One of the traditional combinations is called “pellofa”, and consists of gin with soda. “Pomada” or “Gin with lemonade” is a mixture of Menorcan gin and lemonade. In Maó one can see the production of these drinks and buy directly from the factory. As for non-alcoholic drinks, we cannot omit the island’s excellent camomile tea. This infusion is highly prized for its therapeutic values.

Detail of former distillery
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The honey, by the way, has a good reputation, and the rich ice creams, of Italian origin, combine perfectly with the island’s typical gateaux. For main courses the Menorcans resort to both the sea and the land. Lobster stew is an emblematic dish, but stuffed aubergines or fish pudding are no less important.

HOSPITALITY AND PRODUCTS

The horse, by the way, has a good reputation, and the rich ice creams, of Italian origin, combine perfectly with the island’s typical gateaux. For main courses the Menorcans resort to both the sea and the land. Lobster stew is an emblematic dish, but stuffed aubergines or fish pudding are no less important.

Burning the calories: activities and sports

The horse, the star of the numerous popular fiestas, has a privileged position in the range of sports on offer, both active and passive. There are races and shows where bright and colourful trotting and galloping races are organized regularly, and a fair number of green clubs and courses offer one the chance of participating in this Menorcan passion.

For Golf lovers there is a fourteen-holes course, Club Son Parc, in the municipality of Es Mercadal.

Naturally the range of nautical activities and water sports is extremely wide.

Peace and quiet included: Accommodation in Menorca

Although smaller in number than those of the neighbouring island of Mallorca, tourist accommodation establishments in Menorca leave nothing to be desired whatever with regard to quality and variety. There are some areas with classic beach hotels, such as Platja de Son Bou or Santa Coloma, but there is also a growing number of agritourism establishments that bring the essence of this peaceful, rural island closer to the visitor.

To enjoy Menorca in a more individual way, one can rent apartments and houses in the island’s most beautiful beach areas.

A large step: the success of Avarques

If we had to talk of a single craft product of the island, this honour would doubtless be bestowed upon Avarques, a devastatingly simple type of footwear: two pieces of cow’s hide stuck on top of a sole made from tyre rubber. Whilst the other products of the footwear industry, of old a flourishing business in Menorca, have suffered from the strong competition of cheaper markets, Avarques have become an export success and a symbol of the Menorcan summer.
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